Social Media Sites – For Compass Flight Attendants and Compass Airlines

The following are Facebook Sites created by Compass Flight Attendants for the purpose of discussing related topics and to exchange information.

PLEASE NOTE: The sites listed below were not created by AFA Compass or administered by AFA Compass. They are creations of current or past Compass Flight Attendants or Compass Airlines.

AFA Compass does not monitor the postings on these sites and is not responsible for any of the content contained within them. Compass Flight Attendants have created and manage these Face Book Pages. Flight Attendant posts on these sites does not shield them from possible abuse of the Compass Social Media Policy.

Need to contact AFA Compass for assistance: Email is AFA Compass’s official form of communication and allows us to keep a continuous record regarding a flight attendants situation. If the situation evolves into a grievance, emails are an accepted form of documentation that supports the grievance process. If you try and contact the AFA Compass for assistance thru one of these sites, using Facebook provided tools, you risk us not getting your request for assistance.

FACEBOOK PAGES:

- Association of Flight Attendants
- Compass AFA Communications
- Compass Airlines
- Compass Non-Rev Tips and Travel Help
- Compass Vacation Trading
- CPZ Bidding/Scheduling Q&A
- CPZ Commuters
- CPZ FA Q&A
- CPZ Hotel Info
- CPZ IOCC
- CPZ FA Reserves-For Now All Bases
- CPZ Travel Buddies
- CPZ Trip Trades
- CPZ Uniforms
- CPZ Travel Buddies
- CPZ LAX Flight Attendants
- CPZ LAX Trip Trades
- CPZ SEA Flying
- CPZ PHX Flight Attendants
- CPZ PHX Trip Trades and PHX Info